Welcome and Opening Remarks (1:00-1:15)

Engaging Citizens: Policies of Ethics and Empowerment (1:15-2:05)
Chair: Cora-Lee Conway

Claire Michela. "Empowerment, Inequality, and Transnational Policy: A Case Study of the Self-Employed Women's Association in India"


Break (2:05-2:15)

Sex, Love, and Philosophers (2:15-3:35)
Chair: Candice Shaw

Chelsea Barnett. “All Men are Mortal: An Investigation of Simone de Beauvoir’s Idolatrous Love for Jean-Paul Sartre”

Ayla Lefkowitz. “From Sex Object to Sex Subject: Catherine Mackinnon and the SlutWalk”


Break (3:35-3:45)

Fighters and Feminists: Exploring Representations in Media (3:45-4:40)
Chair: Carrie Rentschler

Charlie O'Dwyer. "Warriors and Girlrillas: Gender, Race, Sexuality, and Class in UFC Marketing Videos"

Celina Van Dembroucke. "Feminist Journalism in Images: Exploring the Covers of Argentinean Las12"

Closing Remarks (4:40-5:00)